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WASHINGTON POST IN 2011
The Post in 2011 came with a rich legacy of incredible journalism and political reporting —
but our aspirations were often confined in DC and old ways of delivering news.



WASHINGTON POST IN 2011



WASHINGTON POST IN 2018
The Post in 2018: 
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DAY 1 ORGANIZING PRINCIPLES
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Fighting Fake News

Bringing transparency to the forefront



We’re working with the Google Trust Project to 
improve media literacy in the general public—to clarify 
the difference between responsible journalism and 
fake news. The Post has been at the forefront of this 
effort. Our work is defining best practices for other 
newsrooms to follow. 

The Transparency Project
Fighting fake news



Separating news from Opinion
We worked with editors to define four types of opinionated news stories
and how they should be labeled on every platform. 



Increasing author visibility
Updating author bio pages and bylines on articles to include more info about
authors’ education, experience, skills, reporting location and work history



Depth & Breadth

Reach readers wherever they are
Experiment with new forms to let them dive deep



MULTIMEDIA & IMMERSIVE STORYTELLING 

VR

AR

360 Degree Video

Video / Kinetic Infographics

Still Infographics / Photography

Linear Text Stories

Audience Reach
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Snapchat Discover

• Launched February 2017

• Daily editions 7 days a week with updates 
throughout the day

• First publisher to do breaking news

• Ages 13 -24 are the majority of the 
audience



Apple News

• 100% of Washington Post content 
published on Apple News

• Huge subscription driver, very low 
advertising opportunities

• Highly visual storytelling with custom 
templates



Alexa

• Politics Flash Briefing every weekday

• Hundreds of thousands of listens per month

• Optimize for 3 -5 minutes of listening engagement

• News Quiz skill

• Presidential skill inspired by our Presidential 
podcast





Digital subscriptions

Reduce friction to capitalize



Simplify product offerings
Clearer product descriptions and billing options help readers 
make decisions with more confidence.



Moving readers down the funnel
Signed in readers experience a faster and simpler checkout.



Purchase from paywall
Price and payment options on the paywall help readers become 
subscribers in fewer steps.



THE ARC ECOSYSTEM
An end-to-end, hosted suite of interconnected tools hand-picked by publishers to meet your needs
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REVENUE
(Subscriptions)

ELLIPSIS
(editor)

ANGLERFISH
(photos)

GOLDFISH
(videos)

REVENUE
(Subscriptions)

REVENUE
(Subscriptions)

WEBSKED
(news planning & workflow management)



Speed & Automation
Publish more and sooner, with the help of great newsroom tools and 
automation 
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• https://

• Google’s PWA

• WP Zeus

SPEED



MEASURING RESULTS, BUT NOT THE PROCESS
Our metrics are backward looking — they tell us how many visitors came to our site, what 
they read and how they engaged — but they don’t give us information in immediately 
influence the result.

• At the Post:

• We publish ~ 450 original, staff-written articles daily

• Publishing process has at least 3 touchpoints, and for breaking news articles often more than a dozen

• Lots of data on author, desk, story type, story metadata

• Typically between 25 – 50 FE code deploys daily

• Data about past performance of similar articles that we can compare in real time

• What does this mean? How many stories per day do you publish?



NEW FRAMING: LEAD VS. LAG MEASURES

LAG MEASURES

• Backward-looking

• Measure past-performance

• Useful for deep analysis of trends

• Requires domain experience to 
understand how to act on that analysis

• Examples: Omniture/Google Analytics 
metrics (PVs, engagement, ad viewability), 
funnel analysis

LEAD MEASURES

• Real-time; within the measurement period

• Provides insight that allows your business 
to take action before the specific 
opportunity is over

• Use these metrics to immediately take 
action and change the result

• Examples: what stories will publish late? 
Which stories will go viral? Which front-
end deployments are negatively impacting 
the performance budget? How is a user 
interacting with my site right now? How is a 
particular funnel cohort behaving?



WEBSKED
A scheduling, budgeting, and planning tool that provides complete insight into all the 
content your newsroom produces

• Create assignments

• Search for stories by 
keyword

• Follow stories 
throughout the 
publishing workflow, 
including automated 
Slack notifications
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Confidential

ARC PUBLISHING: 2018 ROADMAP

Editorial Calendar: Editorial calendar-based view for magazines, weekly sections and more5

Multisite Capabilities: Ability to manage multiple websites through Arc, including content 
sharing, rights restrictions, permissions, site template management, and syndication2

Improved Workflow Analytics: Version 2.0 of analytics includes the same easy-to-use 
interface with more detail about editing workflow and actionable metrics for improvement3

Content Engagement Analytics: Actionable, contextual analytics directly in Arc’s content creation 
tools to help reporters and editors create more engaging stories, galleries and videos4

Arc Subscriptions: Advanced digital subscription system with paywall, offer management, 
analytics, testing, user registration, segmentation and CRM integration1
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